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AUTOMATED TEST ITEM BANKING

I. INTRODUCTION

The high speed digital computer has proven, to be an important labor saving device for the
Psychometrician. For two decades, tests and items have been analyzed with speed and accuracy, and the
number and quality of item analysis programs have increased every year. With the relative cost of computer
computations decreasing, automated item analysis has become the norm. Recently, adaptive aptitude and
achievement tests have been administered on the computer (Bejar, Weiss, & Giallnca, 1977; Ree; 1977).
These adaptive testing procedures liave required' computer manipulableitem pools and sophisticated-
programming algorithms to facilitate item storage imcl retrieval.

An outgrowth of computer adaptive testing and item analysis is the computer storage' of test items- ,'
and itikt;ractive test construction. Lippey_51974) presents several alternative concepts of this 'Computer
assisted est construction:"

Test construction is a time-consuming and laborious task which, requires the methodological searching
of files of item cards and the selection of relatively few items from a large-mass of (items. During this search
the items must be sorted and resorted and, as the number of items increases, sodOes the probability of not
selecting the best available item. The selected .items must be ordered by difficulty or in Some other fashion
and then edited for final form. Next, this final group of items must be types and reproduced into booklets
for experimental pqrposes. The experimental booklets must then be administered and secired. Finally, the ,

test statistics must be computed arid the appropriate norms developed.
1.During the test'construction phase, the security of the tst items, answer keys; and the test must be

maintained, The method described' in this report permits the interactive construction of tests and
manipulation of banks of test items at a computer terminal: It is'a-sysiem which permits maximum se-entity
by using computer files available only to specific users. The system permits a test constructor to search
through a large number of items very rapidly and without the clerical errors frequently involved irtmanual
searches. Test items may be printed several different-ways. The system also provides the user with a stop

_ and restart procedure and keeps track of items selected, their relevant characteristics, and how many more
items are required to build the test. All these capabilities; permit more rapid, secure, and /error -free test
construction.

II. THE SYSTEM
,a

- The computer can assist test preparation in the following four ways (a) storalor banking of test
items, (b) banking of item attributes, (c) test construction, and (d) test printing. Each of these capabilities
is requtre for test construction.

The utomated Item Banking (AIB)- system is comprised of three modules: (a) a text editor which
permits the stablishment and/or modification of item batiks, (b) an item bank listing procedure which
permits' selected items from the item bank to be printed on the highspeed printer, and (c) an intc; live 4

`test construction prOcedine which permits the interactive searching of an item pool, the constructiompf a
test, and the estimation of fest statistics.

The text editing processor is designed with a series of options which permit the interactive user to
_ establish an1/4item pool, modify items, change item statistics, modify or replace item stems or item-options,

anti obtain printed copies of specified items. It is useful for, updating item banks and for adding items to
etsting item banks. The files created by the text e
storage space and are easily modifiable by appropriate users but are secure againstunauthorized tarnperi

r are designed to be parsimonious of computer
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The listing procedure is' used to provide printed copies of either all or a specified subset of the items.

and item statistics in, aniitem pool. ,Printed copies of the items from the listing' procedure pre useful for
purposes of proofreading, error detection, and transfer of the items to another facility or organization.

,.., The test construction routine permits the interactive searching of an item poof and the selection of
items. Operational or experimental tests may be.built "online" by specifying desired Rentstatistics. A
search' based on either classical item difficulty (p) or latent-tMit difficulty (b) attributes may be specified.

-,,, As the- titxt of an item is interactively presented on the compti r terminal', the item statistics, keyed
response, normative sample, and last operational use of the item ar also presented. The item is then either
accepted for inclusion in tlie test or rejected and another item found. t;; -' .

During test co uction,the routine estimates test statistics for the subset of items selected and
keeps track of the numb r of items initially requested and,the number of items remaining to\be selected..
An option for suspending rpsiarting-the,test constructioneprocedureiS also provided.

Finally, the printing of the 'interactiVely.constructed test is done ori'ithehig*eed line printer in one
of three optional wayS: the items ,fitay be printed in 'the order selected, sorted according to classical
difficulty, or sorted according to latent-trait difficulty. See. Appendi5c A for a detailed explanation of :the,
theory of the operation of the system, and Appendix B for computer documentation. ,

The system's computel-4316grams are written ip FORTIZAN and, assembly languaget handling is
done in assembly level language to reduce over411,program,size. It is implemented on- a Univac 1108 with
level 32R2B of the Exec 8 executive system.

III. THE RE,SEARCHTROBLEM

In order for such an automated system to be of value, it must be accurate, as well as fast. The ,
following study was conducted in order to determine e accuracy of the estimation procedures. Of interest
in this study were the comparisons between, the-es seed and actual values for the test titan, standard
devion, and reliability of an interactively constru ed test: .

Iv. MEDIOD

Subjects

A group of 1,502 basic airman trainees at Lackland AFB, Texas, was-randoply selected for.his
study. The spbjects were randomly assigned to ether the developmental group 01' the cross-validation
group.

Items

cdt ` The items were the Word Knowledge type
form. Each item consisted of a stern containing a
select the item-option which most nearly means
follows:

:`Small means

1.. sturdy.
2. round.
3. cheap.
4. little.
5. crisp.",

,

culled from existing item files and were all of the same.
word and five item options. The examinee was asked to
the same as the stem word. An example is presented as

6

et.

<1.

,t4



helms. of this type are frequently found in milita,:y selection and classification test batteries as wellt
in.acadernic apytude and vocational aptitude tests.

Using ,available item difficulty (p) and item-test phi coefficientsan experimental test was designed to
cover the difficulty (Q) range of about .20 to about :90 with ,the highest available phi coefficients in each
difficulty level. An experimental test' of 200 of these items was assembled and' administered to the subjects
in a counterbalanced manner with half the subjects beginning with item 1 and half beginning with item 101.
The subjects were administered all 200 items in one continuous time period.

'-
item Calibration .$

The itein responses rom the devolopmental group were used to estimate the latent-trait item
parameters (Urry, 1975), the classical,,itern difficulty .(p), and item discrimination (item -test biserial
correlation) indices. From the group of 200 items, seveq'were discarded due to' poor item characteristics
or due to defensible distractor. A final pool of 115 items wasentefed into the MB system.

Automated Item Bank Tryout

A test tline was developed to emulate the structure of a
.
proposed test. The AIB system was used to

-4 search the item bank for item difficulty (p) values betw6en .20 and .90. Table 1 shows the distribution of
desired p valties.

. Table I. DistributiOn of Item Diffiilty
Values Requested of AIB for the

Experimental Test

I
Number ofgltem Difficulty Items Requested

.20 .29

.30 .39
.40 .49
.50 .59
.60 .69
.70 .79
.80 .89

,-

Total

1

2

4
6
4
2

1

20

The AIB system was activated, a value starch was initiated, and 20 items were select d.1_Ising the
printing option, the items and the es mated test statistics were output to the highspeed prin . Thes4
selected items were then identified in t e 200-item experimental Word Knowledge test, and these 2l items t.
were scored for the hold-out or cross -wall ity group.

V. RESULTS

TAble 2 presents-4 comparison of the hold-out group calculated and AIB estimated characteristics for
the 20-item AIB developed test.

a
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Table 2. Calculated and Estimated Test Values
for 20 AIB Selected Items

Test -Statistics

CAlculated
-sp. (Based on

Hold =out Group
N = 7%1)

AIB
Estimated

Mean Score 10.48 10.62
Standaid Deviation 4.26 1-.00
Reliabilitya .80 ' 1.72 (

aA Coefficient Alpha measure of internal consistency.

VI. DISCUSSION.

4

1

Comparisons of the estimated versus the computed statistics indicate that the procedures are accurate
and permit the test constructor to build alest with desired psychometric characteristics.

-cm '

All 20 items selected interactively were selected by an individual withno computer programming
c.

experience. The ease of use of the AIB system is in large part due to the use of patural language commands.
In addition the formatting or positioning of these commands on the computeeterminal is inconsequential.
The computer asks a question in plain Enklish, and the erg responds in plain. English. User errors in
responding are handled by displ4fing on the computer terminal the inappropriate command response and a .

. list-of the appropriate commands. .

h
.

The AIB system operates rapidly and permits a high degree of user flexibility. 1"----

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The MB system can be utilized to construct tests of known quality "on line." Use of this systeni can
reduce storage of item cards, and proper storage of item banks on,magnetic data tapes and/or microfiche
can provide protection against loss. Input operation and the automated selection procedures are simple
enough to )1 e used by those without sophistication in computer programming or operation. -The speed and
flexibility 6f the, AIB system' permit the construction of tests in lez_time and with reduced security
problems.

8 10
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APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE AUTOMATED4TEM BANK
1

A A

. v

The automated item. bank - permits tikto tpes of searches bin always estimates he test statistics based
. in latent-trait theory. When a,search is initiated,7b or p value is requested and an interval is created around'

that value. For example, if a p value of .50 is (equested, an interval from .47 to .53 is created; then the
c-' vector of item p values is search ©d and tie first item witha p value in this interval is displayed. If no' item

with a p value in this interval is found, then the interval is increased by a conitant .03. Then the interval is
'searched again until an item is located or th(interval is widened again and searched until antern is found,

andor until the p value interval is from .00 to 1.00 d thp system issues an error message and, shuts down. The
same 'general procedifre is followed for a b value search except that the constant is ,10 and the termination
bounds are set at L3.1 and t3.1. , :./ ` . . s.

. .

-I When an item is presented for consideration byheitesteconstructor, it nay be accepted or rejected
by answering the terminal prompt question with- a natural language '` YsEW2or "NO." An affirmative

c'. response includes the item in the tentative to d a negative response sets the program to searching the
item bank file again.

A .
:, ,

ATIFIrre second i4pm has been included hi the test, a routine estimaTes the expected values for the fr
Otest mean, variance, staAnid deviation, and test reliability for two groups of "pseudo subjects." Croup 1 is

defined as a. full range sample rof the mobililationepopulation and covers the, first to the 99th percentile.
The second group is a restricted sample which runs froth the 30th percentile to the 99th percentile of the... '
same population. The 30the perce tile was selected because itiv.about the lowest value encountered-in Air ,
Force enlisted recruits. It'co'nitr e set to any other value in the prograp to reflect a different lower limit. ....

. This estimation procedure is accornalished by generating $_,000 unit normal ratitom bility estimates," 0,
in 1-Re interval of about 3.0 to .A-3.0 and theri using equation (1) generatin the probability that -a .,.,

l'
'.`subject" with that 0 would pass the item. This is done -for each " subject.' across all the items in the test.

R. s.

( +` e(-1.7a (0 b))) -71 .
, ' .

where P(0) is the probability of passing the item, a is thivitem discrimination parameter, bisthe item
difficulty or location 'parameter, and 'c is the lower asymptote of the item characteristic curve' -See
Birnbaum (1968) for a compile discussion of the 3 parameter logistic latent:trait model. The variance of
subject" scores is computed and also the ,item variance. From this information a CoeA'ficient Alpha
(Cronback, 19t 1) reliability estimate is computed. This procedure is repeated after each Rein- is selected

- and when test construction phase is completed. An estimate of expected percentile equivalent Snits is
computed usi equsation (2). 0 i . i

.0 .
Percentile = ()(Z) + K 0 (2) .4

where Q is the estimate4, test standard deviati6n, K is the estimated mean, and Z is the unit normal Z
. s. ..-

scorecovesponding to specific percentiles in the normal distribution.
40'

f
The,,next pipcess of the- AIB is to update the item files with the number of the operational test- 'o

,-
constructed for those items used in the test (see Appendix B)., ,

The fast procedure of the AIB is to offer the test Constructor a choice of output ordering of, the..i
selected test items, the actual test items, the final test statistics estimates, and the percentile equivalents.

., ,. .
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APPENDIX B: OPERATION OF THE AUTOMATED ITEM BANK
)r.

1.0 item 'Banking Operations
,

. .

1.1- This automated banking.and test construction slyste'm is desigr d for the UNIVAC 1100 series. It
is currently implemented on the UNIVAC 1108 with EXEG Ka level 32R2B.

1.2 The system -must be used vitli -previotts4f 'catalogued item files, and each separa procedure is
executed in the same manner with a processor call foHowed by .th.c 1,m'e of ill': i file.

ITEMMLE.

1.3 Input errors cause the input prompt to be repeated. along with in cum .1111,Silgt.!.
. -

I 1.4

1.5

Termination of a run always causes_an exit statement to be printed so that the operator knovs the
system has been successfully Cxiteti.

Any termination Of a run prior to the completion of the requested ,,,;tion causes a fife to. be
automatically-catalogued for a restart at -.nine future date.
Lach itenl contain only one item type such as WORD KNOWLENIE. Do. not mix
ability areas.

2.0 Abbreviations used in.item bank files.

K = number ofirie correct item option,
P = portion of examinees selecting keyed option
B, = latent-trait difficulty' or location Intranrcter

nwdian-split item test phi coefficient
RBI -s item-test hiserial correlation
A =. latent-trait discrimination parame.tor
121'18i= item-test point biscrial correlation

= latent -trait "grpssing" parameter
SNIPE = identification of item analysis sample (see para 4 for °timber code)
TEST = Identitkation of operatimal test in svlu It item tatit 411)...11V(.1 (s.:e for Ilk111tha

3.0 SMPL --Identification number:. First number indicates tcst )c,2i mai portion of
number indicates which form of operational I est..

3.!". Identification of Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Ifat fel y (;ASVAB).

1.00 ASVABAype items
-1.01 used in ASV All One
-1.02 Used in ASV AB Two
1.03 used in ASVAB Three
1.94 used in ASV AR Foul
1.05 used in ASVAB live
1.06 used in ASV All Six,
1.07 used in ASV AB Seven

etc.

Identification of Enlistment Screening West (EST)

2.00 E5Ifyve items
2.01 IS-Croini One

E.S1' Folio Two GA

12
'



3.4 Ventification of Electronic Data Processing.; Test (EDPT)

3.00 2.EDPT type items
3.01 EDPT Form One
3.02 EDPT4orm TWo

3.5 Identification of Radio Operator Test (ROT)

4.00 ROT typeiteins
,4.e - ROT Form Oar
4.02 OT Form Tw9

3.6 Identification of Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT)

5.00 ANQT type items
5.01 AFOQT Form M
5.02 "--" 40QT Form N
5.03- AJfOTForm0

4.0 List of Acceptable Numbers for SMPL

4.1 Identification of ASVAB Samples

1.01 unselected basic airmen
1.02 unselected male basic airmen
1.03 ---unselected female basic airmen
1.04 unselected White basic airmen
1.05 unselected non-White basic airmen

4.2 Identification of EST Samples.,_

2.01 unselected basic airmen
2.02 unselected male basic airmen,
2.03 unselected femille basic airmen
2.04 unselected White basic airmen
2.05 unselected non-White basic,ainuen-

..

4.3 Identification of EDPT Samples-

3.01 unselected basic airmen'
3.02 unselected male basic airmen
3.03 - unselecte emale basic Armen
3.04 -- unseleettc White basic airmen
'3.05 -- unseletited non-White basic airmen

Identification of ROT Sainples

4.01 , unselected basic airmen
4.02 unselected male basic airmen
4.03 ,,unseleeted female- basic airmen .;

4.04 unselected White basic ai,rinen
4.05 unselected non-White basic airmen

4.4

iJ
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4.5 Identification of AFOOT Samples

5.01 .unselected OTS stud6nts
5.02 unselected ROTC students
5.03 unselected Category I and II male basic airmen
5.04 unselected Category I and II female basic airmen
5.05. unselected Category I and II White basic airmen
5.06 unselected Category I and II non-White basic airmen

OperationiA Item Banking System'on UNIVAC 1108

5.1 Item banking is maintained by the AFI- IRL /PES DS* interactive computer user group. All Wesare
maintained as public, but they do require the qualifier DS*.

5.2 Processor call for item banking,

'(U DS *PES.I13At4K FILENAME. (FILENAME supplied by, user)

Machine Response.

ENTER TEST I NUMBER

Refer to paragraphs 3.2 }trough 3.6.

'NOTE: Test ID 99.99 may be (used for learning or demonstration purposes and will not cause update of
Bent files.

Machine responds to test II) with

0:f

as,

ITEM POOL CONTAINS NNN ITEMS

If item pool is empty or in error, operator is advised.

TYPE 1 FOR A P-VALUE SEARCH

TYPE 2 FOR A LATENT -TRAIT B-VALUE SEARCH, ENTER PEOF TO EXIT
PROGRAM.

Values other than I or 2 will cause error message to be printed and the search type question to be
repeated.

I
If a restart file exists from a previous run, the terminal respon6

RESTART FILE AVAILABLE,

DOYOU WANT TO RESTART (Y or N)?

A Y or N for Yes or No response is acceptable. A restart permits an unfinished previous run to be
completed.

N, hire

ENTER NUMBER OF ITEMS REQUESTED, MAY NOT EXCEED 200.

Nun bets less than I or greater than 200 will cause question to be repuoted.

Mac (Mc Response

YOU HAVE SELECTED ruin ITEMS -FROM NNN REQUESTED. ENTER WANTED P
VALUE (or ENTER WANTED 13 VALUE).

14
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Input is checked ror range. P-value range is .01 to .99, B-value range is 3.0 to +3:0. Machine
responds t.(,) incorrect P value or B value by soliciting "value again.

Sample response to P-Value search of P = .11.

OCCIDENTAL. MEANS

I. UNEXPECTED
1 UNUSUAL'
3. SUITABLE
4. WESTERt1
5, PERTAINING TO LIFE

K =.4 P = .11 13 = 2.20 D = .30 RBLS5 A =-J1.64 RPB = .75 C'= .12 SMPL = 1.00 TEST = 1.00/ -

1)0 YOU -WANT THIS ITEM?

May be answered YES or NO or tEOF

A response of (EOF will cause a the Co be created for latCr restart. This restart file is catalogued
by user identification number.

If YEA, machine responds by soliciting next P or B value. If NO, item hank is searched for another
possible item. After the second item is selected, estimation-s of mean score, variance., standard
deviation, and reliability ar`lomputed and presented. The following message is also presented.:

PRESS TRANSMIT TO CONTINUE--

If the search procedure is unsuccessful at_gnding, an item within a.:preseribed interval about the
requested P or 11 value, a request for a new vahle will be issued.

After all the items. have been found and accepted by the user, th!.i following'message is issfied by.
the terminal,

ITEMyS ACCEPTED ARE.:/
This message is followed by a list of the item numbers. The kill,t)wing question is then issued.

DO YOU NVAN A HARD COPY.OF TI 'ESE ITEMS'?

May be answered YES or NO.
.

'A response of NO causes the system to he exited with no change to item file. The folNYing
message is then printed on.the terminal,

a '

ITEM RANKING EXITED
NORMA L END V

A responselof YES is follow-66y

ENTER SELECTION OPTION FQ BE USED FOR yRINTING THE HARD COPY

LISTING AS sELFcrED
2 = SORT ON P VALUES

= SORT ON B VALUES

After the option selected, the item file is updated to show number of the test created for those
items selected. 'lime items are then sent to the high speed printer and the !glowing message is
printed on the terminal.
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***ITEM BANKING EXITED***
NORMAL/END V 2

This statement completes the interactive construction of a test.

5.3 Processor Call for Editor.

(vDS*PES.EDIT FILENAME. (FILENAME supplied by user)

Machine response,

ci EDIT COMMAND LIST:

A APPEND TO THE ITEM BANK
Blank GO TO NEXT ITEM
Exit TERMINATE TI -IE RUN

<.N > or F all V N >) , . EDIT ONE OR ALL "F" VALyES
G < N > GO TO ITEM "N"
H "HELP" (DISPLAY THIS LIST)

PRESS TRANSMIT FOR MORE INFO

Machine respdnse

COMMAND LIST:

K < ANS > CHANGE ITEM KEY VALUE
N GO TO NEXT ITEM
P < N > R PRINT ITEM "N"
R < N > OR R ...RETYPE ITEM "N"
T < N > OR T ALL ..EDIT ONE OR ALL TEXT LINTES
Y ONE LINE HELP

PRESS TRANSMIT TO RETURN TO EDIT MODE.

Machine response

ITEM POOL CONTAINS NNN ITEMS

. or

ITEM POOL IS EMPTY

then

(nnn) EDIT COMMAND?

The nnn is the item number. The operator then gives the appropriate edit wimp
To enter an item into the pool use the "Append" conunind4and answer the
Note that only the text may be alphameric; all other input Innist he numeric.

To change a line of text in the item on the screen use "Tn' itvhcn n is the line nu

and.

machine prompts.

Huber.

These are the item

keyed item option

To change 4n F value use "Fn" when n is the sequential ntliber of the F value.
statistics 'and item parameters stored with the item. See paragraph 2.0.

To change the keyed item option use the "K" command. "K4" will change the
W 4.

To change the entire lmestion use the "R" retype option and;iinswer terminal
"A."

I()

I
-0

prompts as in the



The ,YO' car one line hap causes the following to be printed.
o

ENTER A, BLANK, E, F, G, H, K, N, P, R, T, bi Y.

To t Unate the file editing or building use the "EXIT" command. The following will be issued if
the r)is successfully exited._

END ITEME. ITEM POOL FILE CONTAINS min ITEMS.

5.4 PrOces,or Call for Listing Portion of or Entire Item Bank File.

(
DS*PES.ITEML _FILENAME: (FILENAME supplied by user)

Will list entiratem bank file.

ODS*PES.ITEML FILENAME, AD, JM, RX, Z
Will list items AD followed RX, and finally Item Z.

At the end of this routine, the proffam will issue the following message:

END ITEML

This program may be used interactively, as part of a batch ruin or with the Univac breakpdinting
procedures.
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